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What’s new
for Climate City Operator ?
EDITO
Earth2Orbit CEO Susmita Mohanty is on the cover of this
month’s issue of Fortune India. We’re proud to say this
exceptional and multitalented woman is one of our main
partners. CLIMATE CITY is depending to a large extent for
its international development on speciﬁc markets with big
climate challenges. India, the world’s second most
populous nation, is one of them. This partnership therefore
offers a great opportunity to break into the Indian market
and to develop our airborne system.

Read the article
Margery Grivaz,
Responsable de la communication de
CLIMATE CITY

Earth2Orbit

OFFICIAL AGREEMENT SIGNED WITH HAUTS-DEFRANCE REGIONAL COUNCIL AND MÉTROPOLE
EUROPÉENNE DE LILLE (MEL)
Monday 19 June at the International Paris Air
Show, Benoît Bazire, Chair of CLIMATE CITY’s
Strategic Committee, signed a statement of
intent with Xavier Bertrand, President of the
Hauts-de

France

Castelain,

President

interborough

region,

council.

of

and
MEL,
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Damien
the
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of

this

goal

partnership agreement is to deploy a C-Birds
One demonstrator over Lille and to locate a
research and operations centre in the region.
This signature marks a key milestone for
CLIMATE

CITY,

which

is

set

to

deploy

demonstrators in a number of cities around
the world this year, including Bangalore, Le

Xavier Bertrand,
President of the Hauts-de-France regional council,
Benoît Bazire,
Chair of CLIMATE CITY’s Strategic Committee
and Laurent Husson,
Co-founder and CEO of CLIMATE CITY

Havre, Abidjan and New York. Lille will thus be
the ﬁrst city equipped with this system
capable of modelling urban microclimates.
In addition to this event at the start of the
Paris

Air

Show,

CLIMATE

CITY

held

a

conference in the pavilion of the French space
agency CNES on Wednesday 21 June, where
it presented its project alongside Earth2Orbit
CEO Susmita Mohanty, who it was introduced
to early last year through CNES.
Susmita Mohanty,
CEO of Earth2Orbit,
Philippe Jouteux,
CLIMATE CITY Partner and VP Development
Laurent Sauvage,
CLIMATE CITY Partner and VP Innovation and Science
Yves Tourre,
CLIMATE CITY Co-Founder and Co-chair of Scientific Steering
Committee

CLIMATE CITY RECEIVES BACKING FROM CRÉDIT
AGRICOLE’S LE VILLAGE BY CA OPEN INNOVATION
NETWORK
CLIMATE CITY is working with the Columbia Water Center
(CWC) in preparation to deploy a future demonstrator in
New York. During a mission to the United States, it
discovered a global network dedicated to open innovation
called Le Village by CA.
The ‘villages’ in the network are backed by the regional
agencies of French bank Crédit Agricole and are present in
25 large cities around the world, including New York.
Some months after this encounter, CLIMATE CITY applied
to join and was selected alongside six other start-ups from
a ﬁeld of 120 candidates.
The ﬁrm will now be receiving support from Le Village by
CA over the next two years to pursue its international
Mathilde Lorenzi, CLIMATE CITY’s Expert
member of the Strategy Committee Advisor
in charge of institutional relations and public
affairs was interviewed by 01netTV at Le
Village by CA in Paris.

development..

Le Village by CA

CITIZEN KLIMATE WEB SERIES TO RAISE AWARENESS
OF CLIMATE ISSUES
CLIMATE CITY is in the process of setting up a
sponsoring programme to raise awareness
of climate issues, materialized through the
ﬁrst season of its CITIZEN KLIMATE web
series. This series stems from CLIMATE CITY’s
desire to bring urban climate challenges to a
broader public and reﬂects its outreach
approach geared towards ﬁnding ways to
make our world a better place to live in. The
ﬁrst two pilot episodes on The Smart City
revolution and Adapting cities were ﬁlmed in

Cover of CITIZEN WORLD JOURNAL
from a pilot episode of CITIZEN KLIMATE

Quebec early this year.
They can now be viewed through certain
channels, notably on the website of AIMF, the
international association of French-speaking
city councils.

Discover the world
of the Web series
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